Tagmentation on Microbeads: Restore Long-Range DNA Sequence Information Using Next Generation Sequencing with Library Prepared by Surface-Immobilized Transposomes.
The next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have been rapidly evolved and applied to various research fields, but they often suffer from losing long-range information due to short library size and read length. Here, we develop a simple, cost-efficient, and versatile NGS library preparation method, called tagmentation on microbeads (TOM). This method is capable of recovering long-range information through tagmentation mediated by microbead-immobilized transposomes. Using transposomes with DNA barcodes to identically label adjacent sequences during tagmentation, we can restore inter-read connection of each fragment from original DNA molecule by fragment-barcode linkage after sequencing. In our proof-of-principle experiment, more than 4.5% of the reads are linked with their adjacent reads, and the longest linkage is over 1112 bp. We demonstrate TOM with eight barcodes, but the number of barcodes can be scaled up by an ultrahigh complexity construction. We also show this method has low amplification bias and effectively fits the applications to identify copy number variations.